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Abstract
Global species richness is a key biodiversity metric. Concerns continue to grow over its decline
due to overexploitation and habitat destruction by humans. Despite recent efforts to estimate3
global species richness, the resulting estimates have been highly uncertain and often logically in-
consistent. Estimates lower down either the taxonomic or geographic hierarchies are often larger
than those above. Further, these estimates have been typically represented in a wide variety of6
forms, including intervals (a, b), point estimates with no uncertainty, and point estimates with
either symmetrical or asymmetrical bounds, making it difficult to combine information across
different estimates. Here, we develop a Bayesian hierarchical approach to estimate the global9
species richness that combines 45 estimates from published studies. The data mix of intervals
and point estimates are reconciled using techniques from symbolic data analysis. This approach
allows us to recover interval estimates at each species level, even when data are partially or12
wholly unobserved, while respecting logical constraints, and to determine the effects of estima-
tion on the whole hierarchy of obtaining future estimates for particular taxa at various levels
in the hierarchy. Our estimate of global species richness from this meta analysis of 22.3 (11.2,15
36.3) million eukaryotic species is substantially greater than some recent estimates. While our
estimates combine information from many different studies using a variety of estimation meth-
ods, it is not our intention that these estimates be treated as consensus values, but rather a18
joint estimate based on prior information currently available that will and should be updated as
new information becomes available. A measure of success of this method is that this estimate
will change as new information becomes available and eventually stabilise. The uncertainties21
reported here should guide where additional research resources are directed to improve these
estimates. It should no longer be sufficient to simply erect a new method of estimation and claim
its primacy without careful justification and progressive validation into the future.24
2
Introduction
Knowing the total number of species on Earth - or at least having a good approximation – has
been a key but elusive goal for ecologists for many decades (Caley et al. 2014). Without an27
adequate baseline against which future changes in biodiversity can be compared, it will not be
possible to know with any certainty what and how much biodiversity has been lost anytime in
the future, the success or failure of conservation and recovery efforts, or indeed, even whether30
all species can be named before they become extinct (Costello et al. 2013). It is also well accepted
that global biodiversity is threatened by myriad agents (Hunter 2007, Pimm et al. 2014), and that
its accelerating loss (Ceballos et al. 2015) will be associated with degraded ecosystem services33
(Benayas et al. 2009, Mooney et al. 2009). Despite this urgency to understand the world’s bi-
ological resources and what could be lost, little progress has been made in achieving logically
consistent estimates across taxa and ecological realms and estimates that converge through time36
both in terms of the most likely estimates and increasing confidence around these estimates (Ca-
ley et al. 2014). Recently, however, some evidence has begun to emerge that at least for terrestrial
arthropods and some subtaxa thereof, global species richness estimates have begun to narrow39
(Stork et al. 2015a). Nonetheless, while this narrowing of the ranges of these estimates is encour-
aging, substantial further narrowing is still needed because confidence in these species richness
estimates still varies by more than 1 million to many millions of species depending on the group42
being considered (Stork et al. 2015a). Moreover, this quest for better estimates of species richness
has been dominated by the sequential development of estimation methods each considered in
isolation. By considering these estimates in isolation from each other, information is lost that,45
if combined, might be able to be harnessed to achieve better estimates. For example, where a
species richness estimate for a realm (e.g. all marine species: May 1992b) is lower than an estimate
for a marine habitat (e.g. coral reefs: Fisher et al. 2015) a source of uncertainty has been clearly48
identified and this information may be able to be leveraged in aid of a better estimate if this sort
of information from separate studies can be combined in meaningful ways. Here we attempt
3
to incorporate information across studies that estimate global species richness or components51
thereof, adopting a Bayesian hierarchical model to estimate species richness into logically consis-
tent estimates across all species. Our approach not only enforces logical consistency of estimates
across the hierarchy, but also improves estimation accuracy by sharing of information across taxa.54
For our analysis, we used previously published estimates of the total number of species world-
wide, as well as estimates of the number of species from various subcategories, including coral57
reefs, the marine environment, beetles, insects and terrestrial arthropods (Table 2). Although
there is a wealth of published species richness estimates at regional and subregional scales, we
restrict our analyses here to global estimates because without robust estimates of the spatial60
turnover of species (beta-diversity) between locations that are not yet widely available, there is
the danger of counting the same species multiple times, and thereby, inflating global estimates
May (1992a). The global estimates data we used are recorded in three forms. Some (17 esti-63
mates) are point-estimates, x, representing experts’ most informed best estimate of the number
of species based on a detailed analysis or study. Some (19 estimates) are recorded as intervals
(a, b) representing a plausible range of species counts. The remainder (9 estimates) provide both66
a point estimate and an interval, which may represent symmetric or asymmetric uncertainty. One
approach to combining these data into a joint analysis is to convert the interval-valued estimates
to a single value, e.g. x = (a + b)/2, which would then permit a simple analysis on the means.69
However, taking the midpoint assumes that the uncertainty around this midpoint is symmetrical,
and analysis of these single points ignores the often considerable uncertainty contained in the
full interval. Caley et al. (2014) followed this approach, and also fitted independent models to72
the upper and lower interval endpoints to determine whether the species richness estimates con-
verged over time. However, assuming independence between these three models could produce
self-inconsistent results whereby the lower interval boundary could exceed the upper boundary,75
and as before, information may be lost.
As an alternative, we model these data, both single-values and intervals, using techniques from
4
symbolic data analysis (see e.g. Billard and Diday 2007 for a comprehensive review). In this set-78
ting, the univariate interval (a, b) ⊆ R is mapped to the bivariate random vector (m, log r)> ∈ R2,
where m = (a+ b)/2 represents the interval mid-point, and r = (b− a) is the interval range (Brito
and Duarte Silva 2012). Performing a statistical analysis on this bivariate vector is equivalent to81
analysing the univariate random interval (a, b) (Zhang and Sisson 2016). Translating the inter-
vals to midpoint and log range makes no assumption that the distribution within each interval
is symmetric – rather it is just a convenient reparameterisation. Single valued estimates x can be84
also directly expressed in this bivariate vector form, where the midpoint is given by the expert’s
best guess m = x, and the range r (which describes the uncertainty on the estimate) is simply
unobserved, so that (m, log r)> = (x, NA)>. Given this reparameterisation into a common data87
format, these bivariate random vectors can then be modelled via a Bayesian hierarchical model
(e.g. Gelman et al. 2003, chapter 5).
This model enforces logically consistent hierarchical relationships among different species cate-90
gories, that for example, the number of insects plus the number of other arthropods must sum
to the total number of arthropods. It can also produce estimates of species categories that have
not yet been observed or recorded, and can provide estimates of the missing ranges r for the93
point-estimate only data, thereby allowing the unobserved full interval to be predicted from the
posterior. It additionally permits determination of the effects on model species richness estimates
when including a new measurement in a particular category, thereby allowing an assessment of96
where best to focus future species richness estimation efforts, and provides a way to update
global estimates as new estimates within the hierarchy become available.
Methods99
The data comprise 45 previous estimates of species richness obtained from the literature (Table
2), of which 42 were previously analysed by Caley et al. (2014). Each paper provides a species
estimate in one or more of 7 categories: coral reefs (4 estimates), marine species (8), terrestrial102
5
species (1), arthropods (10), insects (12), beetles (1) and global species estimates (9). These es-
timates come in either interval form (a, b) (19 cases), point estimate form x (17 cases) and both
interval and point estimate form (a, x, b) (9 cases). In the latter case, the best guess point esti-105
mate x exactly coincides with the midpoint of the interval in 4 cases (so that x = (a + b)/2), but
is different in the remaining 5 cases. As described in the Introduction, we re-parametrise each
species richness estimate into the bivariate vector (m, log r)> describing interval midpoint and108
log range. That is, where interval estimates (a, b) or (a, x, b) are available, these are expressed as
m = (a + b)/2 and r = (b− a), and where only a point estimate x is available, then m = x, and
log r=NA is a missing value.111
Note that in the 5 cases where a point estimate and interval are both available, but where
the point estimate is not the midpoint of the interval, we ignore the point estimate, and still ex-
press the m as the midpoint of (a, b). While this potentially loses information about the possible114
asymmetric nature of the interval estimates in these 5 cases, we do this for two reasons. Firstly,
modelling the midpoints as m = (a + b)/2 makes no assumptions of the distribution of the ex-
pert’s estimate within the interval. This could be symmetric or asymmetric. Rather, it simply117
states that the midpoint of the interval itself is m = (a + b)/2. So treating the estimates (a, x, b)
in this way means that the midpoint m has the same interpretation as the interval-only estimates
(a, b). By implication, this means that we are stating that for point estimates m = x only, that the120
point estimate is the centre of the unobserved interval, which then becomes a model assumption.
Secondly, there are very few (5) abundance estimates with a point estimate that is different from
the interval mid-point. While it is possible to construct an asymmetric model for a 3-dimensional123
reparameterisation of the trivariate vector (a, x, b)> (e.g. Le-Rademacher and Billard 2011 pro-
pose a way of modelling asymmetric interval-valued data assuming a triangular distribution),
this would result in a large number of missing values for the rest of the dataset, far more than126
could be handled with confidence. It is therefore more realistic for the present analysis to restrict
attention to bivariate modelling. Trivariate modeling will be more informative in the future as
more (a, x, b)> format data become available.129
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Figure 1: Scatterplot of standardised midpoints (m) versus standardised log range (log r) for the 28
observed intervals. Point types indicate species category.
For observed data within a given category j ∈ C with C = {global, other-global, marine, other-
marine, arthropods, other-arthropods, coral-reefs, insects, other-insects, beetles} (Fig. 1), we can
then model the derived (m, log r)> via an appropriate statistical model. A positive association be-132
tween m and log r is expected given that these data are species counts and the variability of count
data increases with the number being counted. Visually, a bivariate Gaussian distribution could
credibly represent these data well, albeit with different location and scale parameters for each135
category. That is, for each species category j, with observed data (mij, log rij)> for i = 1, . . . , nj,
we suppose that
(mij, log rij)> ∼ N2(µj,Σj) (1)
7
where138
µj = (µmj, µrj)> and Σj =
 σ2mj ρσmjσrj
ρσmjσrj σ
2
rj
 .
Note that we specify the correlation ρ between mij and log rij to be the same across all species cat-
egories j. This decision is based on visual inspection of Figure 1 (with allowance for small sample
sizes), in which the linear dependence appears similar across all categories, and the not unrea-141
sonable assumption that any species counting process is similar for all categories. The resulting
advantage is that the correlation ρ can be estimated using the observed data from all categories,
and that this provides a way for the model to share information between categories. This can be144
particularly useful when estimating missing log r values for single valued data (m, NA)>.
The above model is appropriate for each species category in isolation, however, clearly there is
a hierarchical relationship between the different categories. Our observed data consist of global147
species estimates, coral reefs, marine species, insects and arthropods, and these are naturally
related hierarchically (Figure 2). (Note that in Table 2 there is a single observation for terrestrial
category. However, this datapoint is largely inconsistent with other observations in the insects150
and arthropods categories, and so it was removed as an observation, and as a species category,
from the analysis.) This model indicates that, for example, the number of arthropod species
comprises the number of insect species plus the number of other-arthropod species.153
For some species categories we have observed data and for others none (Figure 2, white and grey
boxes respectively). In the absence of observed data, the model parameters for these categories
can be inferred from the hierarchical structure. For example, the number of arthropod species156
does not solely consist of the number of insect species. It must also contain a number of other
arthropods that have not been estimated individually, or even discovered. Each “other” species
category is structurally modelled in the same way as the other categories via equation (1), except159
that there is no observed data. The unknown parameters are therefore determined by the mis-
match in estimated parameters from its neighbouring categories. For example, the parameters
of the other-arthropods category may be conceptually inferred from the difference between the162
8
Figure 2: Schematic of the hierarchical structure of species categories analysed. White boxes correspond
to categories with observed data. Grey boxes correspond to assumed “other species” categories not ob-
served.
number of insect species and the number of arthropod species.
The model (1) assumes that each data point (m, log r)> is an unbiased estimate of the true species
count midpoint (µmj) and log range (µrj), and that the interval estimates are exchangeable within165
each species category (which seems to be supported by Caley et al. 2014). If this assumption
holds then the hierarchical structure will allow us to obtain unbiased parameter estimates for the
“other” species categories.168
The hierarchical relationship between the species categories in Figure 2 means that e.g. the sum
of the number of beetle and other-insect species should equal the number of insect species, while
the sum of the number of insect and other-arthropod species should equal the number of arthro-171
pod species, etc. To incorporate this hierarchical structure, we assign the following constraints
9
on the mid-point mean parameter µm:
µminsects = µmbeetles + µmother−insects
µmarthropods = µminsects + µmother−arthropods
µmmarine = µmcoralree f s + µmother−marine
µmglobal = µmmarine + µmarthropods + µmother−global .
Further, it is reasonable to suppose that a similar hierarchical structure also holds for the interval174
log ranges. By noting that if X ∼ (aX, bX) and Y ∼ (aY, bY) then X + Y ∼ (aX + aY, bX + bY)
(where Z ∼ (aZ, bZ) denotes that the random variable Z is distributed between aZ and bZ), then,
for example, given that the number of insects must equal the number of beetles plus the number177
of other insects, then in terms of intervals (a, b) we must have
ainsects = abeetles + aother−insects
binsects = bbeetles + bother−insects.
This then implies the constraint
µrinsects = log[2(µminsects − µmbeetle − µmother−insects) + exp(µrbeetle) + exp(µrother−insects)]
on the mean log range parameter for insects, µrinsects . Equivalent constraints on µr also hold for the180
arthropods and marine categories. The global category, which is the sum of marine, arthropod
and other global categories, is similarly constrained
µrglobal = log[2(µmglobal − µmarthropods − µmmarine − µmother−global )
+ exp(µrarthropods) + exp(µrmarine) + exp(µrother−global )].
In combination, the above constraints mean that the parameters µj and Σj for the species cat-183
10
egories with “children” categories in Figure 2 are fully determined by the parameters of their
children categories. That is, the only categories with free parameters are beetles, coral reefs and
the four “other” species categories, and once these parameters are known, the parameters for186
the rest of the hierarchical model are fixed. However, estimation of these parameters accordingly
means choosing these parameters so that the observed data could credibly have been observed
over the entire hierarchy, so that e.g. observed data in the global category will directly influence189
the parameter estimates of all other species categories. In this way our model allows the sharing
of information in estimating the number of species in one category given the data in all other
categories.192
Our model is analysed under the Bayesian framework. We adopted the following prior speci-
fication for the parameters of the non-fixed “children” categories: µm ∼ N(0, 10000)I(µm > 0)
represents a diffuse prior constrained to the positive real line, so that the interval midpoint195
can be located effectively anywhere. µr ∼ N(−1, 1.5)I(µr < log(2µm)) puts most prior weight
on smaller ranges, where the constraint ensures that the lower bound of the resulting interval
(which depends on both midpoint and range) is always greater than zero. The standard devia-198
tion parameters are specified as σm, σr ∼ Half-Cauchy(0, 2.5) (that is, a Cauchy(0,2.5) distribution
constrained to the positive real line), which is a reasonable default choice for a scale parameter
in the absence of specific information (Gelman et al. 2006). Writing P as the correlation matrix201
associated with each Σj, we specify P ∼ LKJ(1) so that the prior for P is uniform over all corre-
lation matrices. Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation from the resulting posterior distribution
was implemented in the Stan software package (Carpenter et al. 2015).204
Results
Overall Species Estimates
Figure 3 illustrates the observed data and resulting posterior interval summaries from the fitted207
hierarchical model, plotted on the log scale, for each species category, with different species
11
Intervals Midpoints
Species Category Mean lower bound Mean upper bound Mean 95% HPD
Arthropods 8.51 12.87 10.69 (5.09, 17.30)
Beetle 1.30 2.74 2.02 (0.40, 4.20)
Coral Reefs 1.95 2.19 2.07 (0.16, 3.68)
Insects 3.87 6.46 5.16 (3.86, 6.46)
Marine 4.12 4.47 4.30 (0.69, 9.04)
Other Arthropods 4.64 6.41 5.53 (0.08, 11.90)
Other Insects 2.57 3.72 3.15 (0.71, 5.07)
Other Global 7.62 8.27 7.94 (0.03, 19.50)
Other Marine 2.17 2.28 2.22 (0.01, 6.71)
Global 20.25 25.61 22.93 (11.24, 36.26)
Table 1: Posterior point estimate summaries of species numbers in each category for both intervals and
midpoints. Interval estimates are the posterior mean lower and upper interval bound. Midpoint estimates
are the posterior mean and the 95% highest posterior density (HPD) interval. Point estimates are measured
in millions.
categories shown by different colours. Table 1 enumerates some these posterior quantities.
The posterior distributions of model parameters incorporate the hierarchical constraints as210
discussed above (Figure 3). This means that, for example, the number of beetles (orange lines)
plus the number of other insects (red) can be roughly seen to sum to the number of insects
(magenta) both as a midpoint (filled circles) and as an interval (note the log scale). Secondly,213
within each species category the posterior mean intervals (thick lines) and midpoints (filled
circles) are mostly consistent with the observed data in each category. This is most clearly seen for
insects (magenta), where the length of the posterior mean interval is roughly the average of the216
observed insect interval lengths, and the posterior midpoint mean is located roughly at the centre
of all the observed point estimates (open circles) and observed interval midpoints. However, this
is less apparent for other categories. For example, while the posterior mean midpoint for coral219
reefs (purple) appears to be well located at the centre of the 4 observed intervals, the posterior
mean interval range is considerably shorter than the ranges of the observed data. This is not
an error, but is actually a direct and beneficial outcome of the hierarchical model. If the 4 coral222
reef interval observations are analysed in isolation using the model (1) and with no hierarchical
structure, the resulting posterior mean interval range is more consistent with the ranges of the
12
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Figure 3: Observed data and posterior interval estimates for each species category (as indicated by
colour). Open circles and thin lines illustrate observed point (x) and interval (a, b) data. Thick lines indi-
cate posterior means of interval for each category, obtained by inverting the mapping (m, log r)> → (a, b)>
back to the (a, b) parameterisation for the parameters (µmj, µrj)> of each category. (I.e. we trans-
form the posterior for (µmj, µjr)> to the posterior for (µaj, µbj)> where µaj = µmj − exp(µrj)/2 and
µbj = µmj + exp(µrj)/2). The illustrated interval is that obtained from the posterior mean of the lower (µaj)
and upper (µbj) endpoints of this interval. The filled circle indicates the posterior mean of the interval
midpoint (µmj). Dashed lines indicate posterior predicted posterior mean of interval where only point
data x is observed.
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Figure 4: As for Figure 3, except for a separate analysis of coral reefs with no hierarchical structure
(solid lines). The leftmost thick line illustrates the resulting (non-hierarchical) posterior mean interval,
whereas the rightmost thick line illustrates the same interval using the full hierarchical model. The two
dotted intervals represent 95% HPD intervals of the lower and upper interval endpoints, based on the full
hierarchical model, illustrating considerable uncertainty. (Filled circles represent posterior means.)
observed intervals (Figure 4, as the leftmost thick line).225
As this simplified model analysis is performing correctly, the difference in outcomes with the
full model (rightmost thick line, Figure 4) must then be due to the hierarchical structure. This
structure states that the interval and midpoint estimates in any category are not just informed228
by the observed data in that category, but also by the observed data in other categories given
their direct and known relationships. In the case of coral reefs, a wide posterior mean interval
is just not consistent with the richness estimates that were simultaneously estimated from the231
data in other categories (most immediately in marine and other-marine). As a result, given the
extra knowledge from the other categories, the model is able to drastically revise its certainty as
to credible interval ranges for coral reefs based on the data in related species categories. This234
would not have been possible without the hierarchical model.
In general, the hierarchical analysis is sensible, and preferable to non-hierarchical analyses, both
because it allows for a pooling of information over categories which can lead to more precise237
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within-category estimates, and because it can enforce parameter estimation that satisfies known
model constraints, thereby automatically generating consistent estimates. An additional bene-
fit of building a symbolic hierarchical model (that is, in combining interval and point estimate240
data) is that the known positive relationship between interval midpoint and range (Figure 1)
also permits a sharing of information between these two quantities. This means more informed
estimates of (say) midpoints are obtained than if a hierarchical model was to be constructed on243
midpoints alone, which is the standard hierarchical model format. This benefit is in addition to
the precision gained by incorporating both interval and point estimate data into the analysis in
the first place.246
One caveat to these benefits is that we are assuming that every observed interval (a, b) or point
estimate x is independent and an unbiased estimate of the true quantity for the given category. If
this is not the case, then errant observations will not only affect the parameter estimates for their249
own species category, but they will also influence those in other categories. So there should be
a strong emphasis on ensuring data quality and consistency in practice. Note that we excluded
the one “terrestrial” observed point estimate (Table 2; May (1992b)) as it was inconsistent with252
the hierarchical structure, and to include it would likely negatively affect the remaining category
parameter estimates.
Finally, in these analyses note that we have only presented the posterior mean interval or pos-255
terior mean midpoint as point estimates of these quantities. However in fact there is a full joint
posterior distribution associated with them. For example, Table 1 presents both the posterior
mean and 95% highest posterior density (HPD) intervals for the interval midpoints. Note that258
in many cases these HPD intervals also encompass the mean lower and upper bounds of the
associated interval estimates. This is not inconsistent – the joint posterior distribution for these
quantities enforces the constraint µaj ≤ µmj ≤ µbj absolutely. However, just presenting the poste-261
rior marginal mean of each of these parameters hides the fact that there is some uncertainty with
each of these parameters, beyond the mean values presented here. For example, the two dashed
intervals in Figure 4 illustrate 95% HPD intervals for the upper and lower interval estimates for264
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coral reefs. The posterior means of these intervals, are then used to construct the posterior mean
interval estimates, as indicated by the horizontal dashed lines.
Estimates over time267
The final aspect we examine is how the parameters of the hierarchical model evolve as more data
are included in the analysis over time. We study this to evaluate how the nature of individual
diversity estimates have changed over time, and also to show how the addition of data for one270
species category under the model affects the species richness estimates for the same or other
categories. That there should be some local or global effect is clear due to the nature of the
hierarchical model. For example, we might suspect that observing data within one category will273
have the largest impact on parameter estimates in that category, but there may also be a smaller
effect on parameter estimates in other categories. In principle, this should be informative in
deciding where best to focus efforts in obtaining future data, to progress towards agreed and276
more precise estimates of global species richness within or among any species category.
In the following we arrange our observed data according to the year the interval or point estimate
was published, and construct four (nested) datasets consisting of the data published in the years279
1952–1991 (9 observation), 1952–98 (19 observations), 1952–2007 (31 observations) and 1952–2015
(all 44 observations). These year ranges were chosen to include a roughly equal number of new
diversity estimates in each successive time period. We fit our hierarchical symbolic model to the282
data in each dataset, and observe how the parameter estimates evolve over time as more data is
included in the analysis. The results are summarised in Figure 5.
For arthropods, as more data is observed over time, the location and variability of the interval285
midpoint are reduced substantially. The reduction in variability is expected in the presence of
a (relatively) large number of observed datapoints for arthropods (10), but also occurs due to
the large amount of information in the neighbouring parent global category (9) and the child288
category insects (12) (see Figure 2), making arthropods one of the most well informed species
categories in the hierarchy. The reduction in midpoint over time can be primarily attributed to
16
changes from very large early published estimates of arthropod diversity (specifically, x = 30291
from Erwin (1982), and (a, b) = (10, 80) from Stork (1988)), to a consistently lower sequence of
eight later published estimates with a mean observed midpoint of ≈ 6.82 (Table 2). Secondary
influences on the midpoint estimate are due to the need for consistency with the rest of the hier-294
archical model. Arthropod interval range estimates also decrease over time, but less dramatically
than for the midpoint. In part, this is a result of there being less observed data for ranges than for
midpoints for the relevant categories (Figure 3: 4/10 arthropod, 3/9 global and 4/12 insect di-297
versity estimates have unobserved ranges). The other-arthropods category is wholly determined
by the insects and arthropods categories. As these are both well estimated in the presence of
large numbers of observed data, both midpoint and range of the other-arthropods category are300
particularly well informed, and naturally follow the information within arthropods, despite there
being no direct observations in this category. This naturally provides a precise and hierarchically
consistent estimate of the likely interval for the diversity of all unobserved arthropods.303
In contrast, a less data-rich section of the hierarchy involves the beetles category (1 observa-
tion) along with the parent insects (12 observations) and the unobserved other-insects category
(see Figure 2). Here, although the estimates for insects become more precise over time, because306
there is only one observation for beetles in the last time point, there is nothing to distinguish
between the beetles and other-insects categories before this datapoint is observed. Hence, for the
first three time periods the midpoint and range estimates for beetles and other-insects are highly309
similar, with their precise values each determined as “half” the estimates for insects. Only when
the single beetle estimate is included in the final timepoint can some difference be discerned in
the beetle midpoints, although with such a small amount of data this still makes differentiat-312
ing between beetles and other-insects difficult. More direct observations in the beetles category
would help resolve this lack of distinction between beetles and other-insects.
As with other species categories, the global diversity estimates clearly get more precise over315
time as the number of direct estimates in the global category increases, and also as the number
of observations at other categories (which determine the global category) also increase. As with
17
arthropods, the drastic reduction in the location of the global species midpoint is primarily driven318
by two early and very large global diversity estimates (of (a, b) = (10, 100) from Ehrlich and
Wilson (1991) and x = 100 from May (1992b)), whereas the subsequent six estimates are more
consistent and on a smaller scale. Part of the explanation for the changes in the nature of these321
estimates (and those in other categories) could arise from an increase in the sophistication of the
applied methods. Similarly, in time further species estimate fluctuations could arise in the future
with the potential to split species and synonymise currently named species as more genetic data324
becomes available.
The bottom left panel illustrates the changes in the global correlation (ρ) between interval
midpoint (µmj) and range (µrj) across all species categories. Clearly as the number of full interval327
observations (a, b) increases, the correlation between midpoint and range is better estimated. The
full dataset analysis correlation is estimated to be moderately strong with a posterior mean of
0.57 and a 95% HPD interval of (0.25,0.81). Finally, the bottom right panel shows the predicted330
missing ranges of the observed point estimate x = 30 (million) taken from Erwin (1982). When
there is little data, despite there being a positive correlation with the observed interval midpoints,
the predicted range is strongly influenced by the prior distribution, which places most density333
on smaller interval ranges. When the arthropod midpoint and range parameters become better
estimated, along with their correlation (ρ), the predicted interval associated with the x = 30 point
estimate becomes more realistic, and more accurately incorporates information from around the336
hierarchical model. The final mean predicted interval for this datapoint is (22.7,37.3).
Discussion
Estimates of species richness are typically, although not exclusively, constructed independently339
within individual realms or taxa. This means that not only are these estimates potentially incon-
sistent with estimates for other species categories, but there is also an estimation inefficiency in
that available information on related taxa is not being accounted for. Here, we have implemented342
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Figure 5: Posterior means (filled circles) and 95% high density credible intervals for interval midpoints
(µmj; left panels) and ranges (µrj; right panels), estimated from data from four different time periods
1952–1991, 1952–1998, 1952–2007 and 1952–2015. Panels show results for [top to bottom] arthropods,
other-arthropods, beetles, insects, other-insects and global, with the number under each graphic indicating
the number of directly observed estimates in each category for each time point. The bottom left panel
shows the corresponding correlation between all midpoints and ranges (ρ) for each dataset. The bottom
right panel illustrates the predictive mean interval for the associated observed arthropod point estimate
of x = 30 taken from Erwin (1982).
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a meta-analysis that addresses both of these issues, while also presenting a technique for bring-
ing both point estimate and interval estimate data forms into the same analysis. In addition, by
adopting a hierarchical model, we have also been able to estimate the number of unobserved345
species in the ‘other’ categories, simply as a result of requiring consistency within the hierarchi-
cal model.
The outputs of this analysis can be evaluated either in terms of predicted intervals (a, b) or in-348
terval midpoints (a + b)/2, if one is prepared to interpret the interval midpoint as a proxy for a
point estimate. Under this interpretation, it is not assumed that the distribution within an inter-
val is symmetric, but merely that the midpoint is a convenient parameterisation of the location of351
the interval, and it must accordingly be interpreted as such. In terms of providing a single point
estimate of species diversity, this interpretation must hold at least until more data on asymmet-
rical bounds become available to permit asymmetric modelling on [a, x, b], the complete interval354
plus point estimate. If the asymmetrical bounds reported to date in the literature (Table 2) are
representative of species categories, the midpoint estimates we provide here are more likely to
be over- rather than under-estimates. This would appear to be less of a problem than current357
estimates that violate the necessity of species richness categories being a finite partition of global
species richness.
Each of our estimates (Table 1) are broadly consistent with previous estimates in the litera-360
ture, but with some differences in that they also respect the hierarchical structure of the model
and thereby provide a set of estimates that are logically consistent. For example, in terres-
trial arthropods, for which species richness estimates have begun to narrow (Stork et al. 2015a),363
our posterior mean interval of (8.51, 12.87) is wholly above the most recent interval estimate of
(5.9, 7.8) by Stork et al. (2015b), although our estimate is not inconsistent with the other observed
estimates in Table 2. However it is consistent with being the sum of the insects interval estimate366
of (3.87, 6.46) and the other-arthropod estimate of (4.64, 6.41). This is not the case for e.g. Stork
et al. (2015b) who estimate the number of insect species at (2.6, 7.8) which has the same upper
endpoint as their estimate for arthropods (7.8), implying that there is a positive probability that369
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there are no other species in arthropods apart from insects, or that as a proportion the number
of these species is too small to be noticed given current levels of uncertainty. Similarly, the global
species richness interval estimate of (7.4, 10) by Mora et al. (2011) (and indeed, most others in372
Table 2) does not overlap our global posterior mean interval of (20.25, 25.61), determined using
currently available species diversity estimates. Again, most reported estimates of global species
richness are just not consistent with the estimates in other species categories – explicitly, they are375
too low when taking into consideration our hierarchical model.
However, our approach does have some caveats. Primarily, we have assumed that our ob-
served data are independent of each other, and that within any species category the data repre-378
sent unbiased estimates of the same quantity over time. The first of these assumptions is unlikely
to be true as several of the estimates in Table 2 come from the same published study (e.g. Costello
et al. 2011; Hamilton et al. 2010; Novotny et al. 2002; Raven et al. 2000; Stork et al. 2015b and each381
provide multiple estimates). The second assumption is also unlikely to be true as knowledge has
increased since the global species richness estimate of (3, 4) by Raven (1983), definitions of which
species are in which category have changed, and the number of actual species has itself changed384
through the wide spread application of molecular genetic analyses with the power to split cryptic
species and synonymize morphospecies. Together this implies there are potential quality issues
with these data and the methods used to analyse them that need to be acknowledged. In our387
opinion, it should no longer be acceptable to simply claim primacy of some method of estimation
of global species richness over all others without first ensuring that the method does not violate
the finite partition of global species richness within and beyond the taxa of interest, nor without390
presenting some form of validation of the degree to which the method provides more accurate
and precise estimates. Opportunities, however, for such validation will be limited but may in
some circumstances be supported by the application of expert knowledge (Fisher et al. (2015)).393
Superior logic could be argued, for example, if an estimation method incorporates more real-
istic assumptions and knowledge about how species are distributed in space that were absent
from previous methods. Such knowledge of these spatial distributions could also make avail-396
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able information from numerous estimates of species richness at sub-global scales, but doing so
will require additional model complexity to accommodate estimates of beta-diversity. Whatever
the case, the implications of these choices on the results obtained should be clearly presented.399
Where these things can be accomplished, it may be justified to weight the contributions to the
likelihood of each observed data point or interval, according to the explicit justification of its
reliability. Fully reliable observations would be weighted 1, completely unreliable observations402
0, and so would be effectively removed from the analysis, as we implemented here with May’s
1992 estimate of the number of terrestrial species. Multiple dependent observations from the
same study would receive a weight between these extremes. Ultimately, however, true validation405
and confidence in these estimates will only be available over the longer-term as the discovery
of new species and their taxonomy and systematics proceeds. This progress will provide the
opportunity to adaptively learn from testing new estimates against old to assess progress toward408
convergence as these new estimates propagate up through the hierarchy, and thereby, facilitat-
ing the exploration of the consequences of these new estimates on estimates of global species
richness.411
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Species Category Lower (a) Point estimate (x) Upper (b) Source
Beetles 1.5 2.1 Stork et al. (2015a)*
Coral Reefs 0.62 9.5 Reaka-Kudla et al. (1996)
Coral Reefs 1.7 3.2 Small et al. (1998)
Coral Reefs 1 2 3 Reaka-Kudla (2005)
Coral Reefs 0.49 10 Knowlton et al. (2010)
Global 3 4 Raven (1983)
Global 10 100 Ehrlich and Wilson (1991)
Global 100 May (1992b)
Global 11.6 Cracraft and Grifo (1999)
Global 5 7a 15 Raven et al. (2000)
Global 14 Groombridge and Jenkins (2002)
Global 7.4 8.7 10 Mora et al. (2011)
Global 1.8 2 Costello et al. (2011)
Global 2 5 8 Costello et al. (2013)
Marine 5 May and Beverton (1990)
Marine 10 Grassle and Maciolek (1992)
Marine 100 Lambshead (1993)
Marine 0.5 Raven et al. (2000)
Marine 1.4 1.6 Bouchet and Duarte (2006)
Marine 2.02 2.2 2.38 Mora et al. (2011)
Marine 0.3 Costello et al. (2011)
Marine 0.7 1 Appeltans et al. (2012)
Terrestrial 10 May (1992b)†
Terrestrial (Arthropods) 30 Erwin (1982)
Terrestrial (Arthropods) 10 80 Stork (1988)
Terrestrial (Arthropods) 6.6 Basset et al. (1996)
Terrestrial (Arthropods) 5 10 ØDegaard (2000)
Terrestrial (Arthropods) 3.7 Novotny et al. (2002)
Terrestrial (Arthropods) 5.9 Novotny et al. (2002)
Terrestrial (Arthropods) 3.6 6.1a 11.4 Hamilton et al. (2010)
Terrestrial (Arthropods) 3.7 7.8a 13.7 Hamilton et al. (2010)
Terrestrial (Arthropods) 2.9 12.7 Hamilton et al. (2013)
Terrestrial (Arthropods) 5.9 6.8a 7.8 Stork et al. (2015a)*
Terrestrial (Insects) 2.5 10 Sabrosky (1953)
Terrestrial (Insects) 3 5 May and Beverton (1990)
Terrestrial (Insects) 4.9 6.6 Stork and Gaston (1990)
Terrestrial (Insects) 1.84 2.57 Hodkinson and Casson (1991)
Terrestrial (Insects) 5 10 Gaston (1991)
Terrestrial (Insects) 8 Hammond (1995)
Terrestrial (Insects) 3 6 Raven et al. (2000)
Terrestrial (Insects) 4 Raven et al. (2000)
Terrestrial (Insects) 2 Nielsen and Mound (2000)
Terrestrial (Insects) 8 Groombridge and Jenkins (2002)
Terrestrial (Insects) 5 6 Raven and Yeates (2007)
Terrestrial (Insects) 2.6 5.5a 7.8 Stork et al. (2015a)*
Table 2: Point (x) and interval (a, b) estimates of species diversity from 45 previously published studies.
Diversity estimates are measured in millions. These data were originally collated by Caley et al. (2014)
with the exception of those in Stork et al. (2015a), as indicated by asterisks *. † indicates that this datapoint
was not used in this analysis as it is strongly inconsistent with all other estimates. a indicates that the point
estimate is asymmetric with respect to the interval, so that x 6= (a + b)/2.
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